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1. Introduction 
During the last ten years we have seen many results dealing with partial k-trees, or 
equivalently graphs with tree-width at most k. Many of these results have been 
concerned with characterizing problems that can be solved in polynomial or even 
linear time on partial k-trees [3,7, 111. Also, more practical methods for constructing 
linear time algorithms for specific problems have been developed, see [S, 6, 181. The 
problem of constructing an embedding into a k-tree (or, almost equivalently, a tree- 
decomposition) of a graph has gained a lot of interest, as well. The reason for this 
interest is that the results in [3, 5,6,7, 11, 181 assume that the input graph is given 
with an embedding into a k-tree. 
An O(n“+‘) algorithm based on dynamic programming for the embedding problem 
was given in [l]. Robertson and Seymour improved this to an O(n2), approximate, 
embedding algorithm in [16]. An approximate embedding algorithm embeds a partial 
k-tree into a partial ck-tree, where c is some constant. In [S], Bodlaender achieved an 
0(n2) embedding algorithm by combining techniques from [3] and 1161. Later, an 
O(n log’ n) approximate embedding algorithm has been presented in [13]. 
Another approach was taken by Arnborg and Proskurowski in [4]. They use 
reduction rules to find embeddings of partial 3-trees. Here the time bound was O(n3) 
and it was conjectured that it could be improved to an O(n logn) algorithm using 
a specified method. Subsequently, the algorithm has been improved to run in linear 
time by Matousek and Thomas [14] and by Arnborg et al. [2]. Arnborg’s and 
Proskurowski’s original paper, [4], left open the question of finding reduction rules 
for partial k-trees when k 2 4 and contained speculations about whether the existence 
of such rules would imply an O(n log n) embedding algorithm. Also in [12], an 0(n3) 
embedding algorithm for partial 3-trees based on reduction rules has been developed. 
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It follows from result in this note that a set of reduction rules of the type used in [4] 
and [12] does not exist when k 2 4. We show that when k 2 4 there is no finite set of 
reduction rules recognizing the set of partial k-trees that is based on so called star 
substitutions and where the decision whether a rule applies or not is guided only by 
local information. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
A graph G consists of a set V(G) of vertices and a set E(G)c [V(G)12 - 
{(v, o)l u E I’(G)} of edges. Two vertices u, u are called adjacent if (u,u) EE(G). The 
distance between two vertices u and u in a graph G is the length of the shortest path 
between u and u in G. The neighborhood of u in G, N(u), is the set of all vertices adjacent 
to v in G. If v is a vertex in G then the set of all vertices u in G such that the distance 
between u and u is at most r is denoted N’(u). The degree of a vertex u in G, d(u), is the 
size of its neighborhood. 
The subgraph of G induced by the set WS~ V(G) is the graph G[W] = G’, where 
V(G’) = W and E(G’) = {(u, u) EE(G)I u, u E W}. A graph H is a minor of a graph 
G if it can be obtained from a subgraph of G by contracting edges. For other standard 
graph theoretic concepts see [9] or [lo]. 
Definition 2.1. A graph G is a k-tree if and only if 
(i) G is the complete graph on k vertices or, 
(ii) G has a vertex u, such that N(u) is a clique of size k and G[ V(G) - u] is a k-tree. 
More on k-trees can be found in [17]. We call a graph G a partial k-tree if it is 
a subgraph of a k-tree. An intuitively similar concept is tree-width, defined by 
Robertson and Seymour in [15]. 
Definition 2.2. Let G be a graph. A tree-decomposition of G is a pair (X, T), where Tis 
a tree and X a family of subsets of V(G) indexed by V(T), such that: 
l U ieV(T) Xi = V(G), 
l for every edge (u, u) EE(G) there is an i E V(T) such that u, u EX~, 
l ifiliesonapathfromjtokinTthenXjnX,cXi. 
The widfh of a tree-decomposition (X, T) is maxisV(rl 1 Xi ( - 1. A graph has free-width 
at most k if there is some tree-decomposition of G of width < k. The following 
theorem (from [18]) confirms the intuitive similarity between partial k-trees and 
graphs of tree-width at most k. 
Theorem 2.3. A graph has tree-width at most k if and only if it is a partial k-tree. 
The following theorem is well known and proved for example in [l]. 
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Theorem 2.4. Every minor of a partial k-tree is a partial k-tree. 
Another well known and easily proved fact is the following. 
Lemma 2.5. A partial k-tree has no clique of size > k + 2. 
3. Locally triggered reduction rules 
If G is a graph and v a vertex of G of degree d then the result of the star substitution 
operator, for vertices of degree d, applied to G and v, i.e. S,(G, v), is defined to be the 
graph with vertex set 
v(G) - (0) 
and edge set 
E(G)- ((v,w)Iw~N(u)} u {(u,w)lu#w A u, wan}. 
That is, S,(G, v) is a graph obtained from G by adding new edges so that the 
neighborhood of v becomes a clique and then deleting v with its incident edges. In 
particular, if v is an isolated vertex, S,(G, U) is the graph G - {u}. 
Let f be a 0,l value function that takes two arguments, a graph and one of its 
vertices. Let aCf) be a positive integer associated with J Then f is called a locally 
triggered reduction rule for partial k-trees if for each graph G and each vertex v of 
V(G) such that f(G[AJ”‘s’(~)],v) = 1 the following holds: G is a partial k-tree iff 
S,(,,(G, v) is a partial k-tree. Iff(GINuCf’(u)], v) = 1 thenfis said to apply at v in G. 
A set F of locally triggered reduction rules for partial k-trees is said to be complete 
if for every partial k-tree G there is always some rule in F that applies at some vertex 
v in G. 
Note that equipped with a complete set F of locally triggered reduction rules for 
partial k-trees it would be easy to recognize the set of partial k-trees. Given a graph 
G we set G, = G. We then recursively do the following; find a vertex v E V(Gi) such 
that some reduction rule in F apply at v and set Gi+ 1 = Sd(“)(Gi, v). From the definition 
of the star substitution it follows that [ V(Gi+ 1) ( = ( V(Gi) [ - 1. Hence, the recursion 
terminates, after, say, s steps. Since Gi+ 1 is a partial k-tree iff Gi is a partial k-tree, by 
the definition of locally triggered reduction rules, the graph G, is a partial k-tree iff 
G is. This means that if we start with a partial k-tree we will necessarily end up with G, 
being the empty graph. But, we will never arrive at the empty graph if we start with 
a graph that is not a partial k-tree. So, this procedure recognizes the set of partial 
k-trees. It is not too difficult to extend this procedure so that an embedding into 
a k-tree is found whenever G is a partial k-tree. 
Let &,, be the graph with vertices ul, . . . , u,, vl, . . . , v, where UC is adjacent to 
Ui-1, Vi-13 Ui, ~i+l and vi is adjacent to vi-l, Ui, Ui+l, vi+1 (where ~0 = v,, v,,+I = ~1, 
u. = u., and u,,+~ = ul). Define Dn,k for k > 4, to be the graph obtained by adding 
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k - 4 new vertices wl, . . ..w~_~ to Dn,4 which are all made adjacent to all other 
vertices, i.e. Wi iS made adjacent to WI, ..-) wi_1, Wi+l, ...) wk_4, vl, . . . , v,, u,, . . . , u,. 
Proposition 3.1. Dn,k is a partial k-tree for all n and k. 
Proof. First, we shall prove that D,,4 is a a partial 4-tree. It is easy to verify that 
(X,P), where P is the path bI,az,bz, . . . . a,_I,b,_I,a,, and the members of X are 
definedbyX,;= {~1,~1,~i_1,~i,~i} andX,, = (~1,~1,~i,~i~~i+l},isatree-decompo- 
sition of Dn,4 of width 4. Hence Dn,4 is a partial 4-tree. 
If w 1, . . . , wk _ 4 is added to each set X,, and Xbi then a tree-composition of D,, k of 
width k is obtained. Hence Dn,k is a partial k-tree. •1 
Theorem 3.2. There exists nojinite complete set of locally triggered reduction rules for 
partial k-trees for any k 2 4. 
Proof. Assume that F is a finite complete set of locally triggered reduction rules for 
partial k-trees, where k 3 4. Let m = max{oly) If E F}, n = 6(m + l), and G = D,,,. 
Let H be the graph obtained by adding k - 4 new vertices wl, . . . , wk _ 4 to G which all 
are made adjacent to each other and to v m+2? %1+27 v3m+4~ U3m+4, v5m+6t U5mt6* 
Then H is a subgraph of Dn,k and, hence, a partial k-tree. 
Since G is a partial 4-tree and, hence, also a partial k-tree some rule f must 
apply at some vertex x in G. Actually, f applies at all vertices in G because G is 
vertex transitive. In particular, f applies at each of the three vertices v~,v~~+~, 
and v4m+5. Whether f applies at vi or not depends only on G[N”(Vi)]. But, the 
graphs G[N”‘(v~)],G[N”(v~,+~)], and G[Nm(v4m+5)] are disjoint and none 
of them contains any of the vertices v,,,+~, U~+2rv3m+4~U3m+4~~5m+6~u5~~6~ 
Hence, 
Ho = S,(S4(S,(H, ~1)>~2m+3),~4m+5) 
is a partial k-tree. But, as easily seen, it is possible to contract edges in 
Ho - (wl, . . . ,wkm4} so that v m+2~Um+2~~3nr+4~~3~+4~~5~+6~U5~+6b~c~meS~c~i~u~~ 
This means that Ho has a clique of size k + 2 as a minor which contradicts the fact 
that it is a partial k-tree. 0 
4. Discussion 
Two properties of the locally triggered reduction rules are essential for our 
nonexistence proof, that they are local and that they are based on star substitution. 
So, for instance, our proof does not work if there is some priority relation between the 
reduction rules, since the circumstance that a rule of higher priority applies could 
communicate nonlocal information to rules of less priority. But, to avoid star substitu- 
tion is probably a more interesting idea to explore to achieve reduction rules that 
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recognizes partial k-trees and gives embeddings into k-trees. In [2], this approach has 
been used to achieve reduction rules that recognizes partial k-trees. 
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